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How are you doing today?
Did I catch you at a good time to talk less than 5 minutes about business?
Well, I was wondering if you were open to making money together with me this year?
Are you open to making money with food?
When could I have 15 minutes of your undivided attention to share with you a fun business proposal?
Do you have access to your computer?
Do you see a strip of lettuce at the top when you get to the website?
So what number are you for pain and injury today?
So what would be different for you if your number was over 100?
Is there any activities that you have stopped doing that you would pick up again, because your feeling
better?
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When was the last time you had a meal with 280+ ingredients that were carefully chosen to improve
your performance?
Would you agree with me than that the only way to know for sure how a meal like this could move
your number would be to try it and track your results?
If you tried the meal, and fell in love with it, Than would you like to get it free with a paycheck?
The price is about $10 per meal. How do you feel about $10 per meal?
If you saw your numbers improve, would that save or make you money?
So would increased performance increase your paycheck?
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Now if you are in love with the breakfast would you have hesitation sharing it with 3 other people?
Name 3 people that you know who could benefit from a highly nutritious meal?
How cool is that? (free pack + $105 commission)
If they tried the breakfast and tracked their results, and fell in love with it, than could you see them
sharing the breakfast with 3 to get one free with a paycheck?
Is there a particular flag or income that would be meaningful to you?
How would that change your life if that income was coming every month from people loving the
breakfast?
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That is my simple and fun business proposal.
What would you like to know first?
What would you like to know next?
What would you like to know next?
What would you like to do next?

